Five questions for Agnessa Vartanova

When Agnessa Vartanova joined CU as associate vice president of internal audit just over three years ago, she was new to higher education. The accounting professional arrived from DaVita Inc., a Fortune 500 company in Colorado, and she previously served in corporate leadership positions at TTEC Holdings Inc. and Ball Corp., another Colorado-based Fortune 500 company.

“At the University of Wyoming, I studied accounting and had a phenomenal fraud examination professor, who made the profession of auditing sound interesting,” Vartanova said. After earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees in accounting from UW, she began her career at PricewaterhouseCoopers in Denver.

“With a variety of clients, I had an opportunity to work on both external and internal audit engagements,” she said. “I really enjoyed the continuous improvement and operational efficiency aspect of internal audit. When I had a chance to join an internal audit team at TeleTech, I jumped on it. The rest, as they say, is history.”

Apart from a couple of years in financial planning and analysis at Ball Corp., Vartanova’s career has been dedicated to internal audit.

“I truly believe in the profession and the value internal auditors can bring to an organization they serve,” she said.

Vartanova grew up in Saratov, Russia, but has lived in the Rocky Mountain West since arriving in Wyoming as a 15-year-old exchange student.

“Since that was before Internet and cellphones, when I was matched up with a host family in Casper, Wyoming, my parents researched where I was going by looking it up in an encyclopedia. They had never heard of the place,” Vartanova said. “The encyclopedia showed that Casper was the largest city in Wyoming (a pretty large state on the map), so coupled with the fact that I was flying into Casper International Airport, I did not expect the pilot of a small puddle jumper (which should’ve been a tipoff, but I was only 15) announcing landing in the middle of nowhere. Despite the initial culture shock, I had a great year.”

After high school, she attended Casper College before enrolling at the University of Wyoming.

“Albeit not the most glamorous locations in the U.S., I feel fortunate to have been able to attend both institutions, which gave me a strong foundation for my career and where I formed lifelong friendships,” she said.

In her current home state, she enjoys hiking.

“So far, my daughter and I have hiked 14 14ers and are hoping to summit a few more this summer,” Vartanova said. She also enjoys live music and theater performances, and reading books on history, leadership, and communication.

1. “Audit” can be an intimidating word. Does that lead to any misconceptions or misunderstandings about your department’s role and how the team carries it out?

Absolutely! There are many types of audit services: tax, compliance, financial, environmental, health and safety, and more.

There is also some misunderstanding about what triggers an audit, what that process will look like, how the findings are shared, and what impact the outcomes might have. It doesn’t help that auditors, deserving or less so, have a reputation of having a “gotcha” attitude. In most cases, an announcement of an upcoming audit will send people’s hearts racing. I find that a lot of apprehension is driven by a lack of appropriate communication between the auditors and auditees, lack of transparency in the process, differing expectations and level of rigor, and challenging prior experiences with auditors.
As internal auditors, our purpose is to strengthen the organization’s ability to create, protect and sustain value by providing the Board of Regents and leadership with independent, risk-based and objective assurance, advice, insight and foresight. Although we report to the Board of Regents and have the word “auditor” in our title, our vision is to provide impactful insight to all CU stakeholders, enabling a stronger control environment, operational efficiencies, and successful achievement of objectives. We intentionally take the time to demystify our process and answer concerns that individuals may have at the onset of an audit. My team really thrives on helping our stakeholders establish and maintain strong internal controls and sound business practices.

2. How do you and your team go about promoting sound business practices and internal controls at CU? How do you interact with professionals at the campuses?

Our portfolio of services includes assurance and advisory engagements, fiscal misconduct investigations, and education. In every interaction with our stakeholders, we have an opportunity to share insight about effective internal controls and provide a fresh perspective on process efficiency:

Our assurance engagements are designed to provide objective assessments on control effectiveness. To the extent we observe that a process is not well-defined through a policy or procedure, a control is not designed to prevent or detect errors or is not consistently performed, we will share our observations and provide recommendations on how to remediate those gaps. In these situations, we will request process owners to provide an action plan to address the gaps, and we will monitor the completion of the action plan against the agreed-upon implementation timeline. To the extent the gaps may not significantly impact the risk associated with the process, but there is a way to further strengthen controls, we may provide a process improvement recommendation. Our advisory engagements are designed to support the university in the implementation of new policies, procedures, or systems through providing insight around design and training and facilitating discussions about risks and controls. In these engagements we can provide an auditor’s perspective on the quality of documentation, holistic and effective nature of the rollout, and the ability of the anticipated controls to mitigate risk. In the case of the fiscal misconduct investigations that our team performs, we may also provide insight as to the control weaknesses that may have led to the finding of fraud or misconduct. Through the educational aspect of our service portfolio, we are well-equipped to share general perspectives on well-established control environment, effective risk assessments, control design, compliance structures and monitoring activities, as well as fraud indicators and mitigation techniques. These conversations are often delivered through presentations both at CU and professional conferences.

In other words, we are intentional about seizing opportunities to educate our community on sound business practices, effective internal controls, and efficient processes in every engagement.

In the past three years, we have been intentional about investing in relationships with campus leaders, developing and following a transparent and consistent process, and keeping our vision in mind with every interaction and engagement. We have several touchpoints throughout the year with senior leadership and consider their input when developing our annual audit plan.

That said, we don’t want our auditees to think that they were selected for an audit because “someone told on them.” We actually have a fairly rigorous risk assessment process for designing our annual list of engagements. It includes several input points, including emerging higher education risks, CU objectives, and our cumulative audit knowledge and experience. We also have strengthened the frequency of our communications and timeliness of our processes to provide better service to CU.

We also keep our team Core Values in mind in every interaction with our stakeholders, approaching every conversation with integrity, respect, and service excellence; staying accountable for our actions and agile in our approach; and focusing on the best interests of the CU community.

Another way we interact with our stakeholders is through CU EthicsLine[5]. Apart from the reports of potential fiscal or ethical misconduct, faculty and staff often reach out for advice and support via the hotline. That provides us with opportunities to provide answers or direct those individuals to the right folks in the CU community.

3. As you mentioned, you report directly to the Board of Regents and the Regents Audit Committee. Why is that structure important to the work you do?
The answer to that is two-fold. Firstly, this reporting structure establishes and protects internal audit’s independence, enabling us to perform our services and fulfill our responsibilities without interference or inappropriate limitations. The Board specifies our authority, role and responsibilities, which provides internal audit with the support necessary to fulfill our purpose and deliver on our vision.

Secondly, by reporting to the Board, we can objectively review all entities in the CU system, report the results of our engagements, and effectively monitor the disposition of action plans without undue pressure or bias. It is also important to mention that this reporting structure supports our mandate to include all of CU system operations in our scope, which helps us better assess risk and provide holistic and relevant coverage through our engagements.

4. You gained previous professional experience at Fortune 500 companies in Colorado. What aspects of that work have most informed your approach in the higher education setting at CU? What, if anything, has differed the most or been most surprising?

Working at Fortune 500 companies has definitely taught me a strong professional ethic and commitment to operational efficiency, both within internal audit and organizational processes. It has also been a valuable experience from the perspective of engaging across different cultures, as I had an opportunity to work internationally. Many of the updates that we have implemented at the CU Internal Audit practice over the last three years have leveraged leading industry practices, such as data analytics, focus on engagement quality and timeliness, and process consistency.

One of the pleasant surprises for me was the high level of knowledge-sharing among higher education auditors. I have built a strong network of colleagues across the country, which I can leverage when exploring new audit topics or approaches to addressing emerging risks.

Higher education institutions like CU have a distributed and highly diverse operational model, which is further complicated by a vast number of regulatory compliance requirements. With so many facets to CU’s operations, it can be challenging to know which risks require most attention from my team. Such a diverse and demanding environment pushes us as internal audit practitioners to continuously learn and grow professionally in order to serve our stakeholders well. Still, a lot of financial and information security internal controls and ethical business concepts are industry-agnostic, and we can be creative and resourceful in adapting successful methodologies from the commercial sector, which can be highly beneficial.

5. Is there something that every employee at CU should understand about the role they play in the university’s risk management and business practices?

It is important for every employee at CU to understand their responsibility and accountability in the safeguarding of the university’s assets and reputation through upholding ethical business practices. CU operates in a complex and diverse regulatory and operational environment, which presents a plethora of potential challenges and risks. CU also plays an important role in our communities, the state and the nation, providing excellent education and groundbreaking research. Being knowledgeable about potential risks, what a well-designed control may look like, and staying committed to highest ethical standards and regulatory compliance is vital to CU being able to continue to serve our stakeholders and positively impact our society.

Employees should know that CU offers many resources to help them stay educated and compliant with policies and regulations. Offices of compliance, export control, grants and contracts, controllers, information security, and internal audit can all provide support and insight in a variety of risk management matters.

There also are ways to report potential fiscal misconduct or unethical behavior through a resource that is provided by the Board of Regents to the entire CU community, the CU EthicsLine[5]. Reports to this hotline can be made through a variety of ways and may be anonymous. The hotline is monitored by internal audit, ensuring that every concern is appropriately delegated for a timely investigation. As always, under university policy and applicable law, any university employee or contractor who reports known or suspected violations of law or university policy in good faith is protected from retaliation.
President Todd Saliman led a CU contingent that attended Saturday’s Latin American Educational Foundation (LAEF) gala, a celebration of the organization’s 75th anniversary.

CU served as Diamond Presenting Sponsor of the event, held at Infinity Park Event Center in Glendale.

In remarks delivered at the gala, Saliman noted the longstanding partnership between LAEF and CU, which matches LAEF scholarships at CU Boulder, CU Denver and UCCS. About a quarter of all LAEF scholars are CU students. The president also emphasized CU's ongoing commitment to diversifying the campuses to reflect the state’s diversity.

Saliman was joined by Regent Mark VanDriel; Judi Díaz Bonacquisti, vice president and senior diversity officer; and Tony Salazar, vice president for outreach and engagement, who also is a longtime board member of LAEF and its immediate past board chair.

Two of the evening’s award recipients also have CU ties: Erika Bailon, a NASA software engineer and 2020 CU Boulder graduate, was the Legacy Alumni Honoree; and Luis Vargas, who will graduate in May from CU Denver with a public health degree, was the Ganas Scholar Honoree.

Other CU guests included Regina Rodriguez, CU Denver academic adviser; and Jeremy Jimenez, a former CU Boulder student tri-executive and current executive director of student success at Aurora Public Schools.

Established in 1949, LAEF is the oldest Latino scholarship organization in Colorado. It has awarded scholarships to over 7,000 students worth more than $7 million throughout its history. In the current academic year, LAEF awarded 128 scholarships to Latinx students across Colorado; 31 of those are students at CU campuses.

LAEF focuses on providing scholarship funding for students to mitigate financial barriers, offers ongoing support and advisement to students and families, and creates pathways to pursue higher education. LAEF scholars maintain higher retention and graduation rates than peer students. Alumni include industry leaders, elected officials, and community leaders.

The LAEF board recently led a change in organizational leadership that resulted in rebranding, a new website, and an updated strategic plan. For the first time in several years, LAEF is pursuing an aggressive growth strategy to serve more students from the growing Latino community in Colorado.

Call for submissions: Innovation & Entrepreneurship Showcase

CU’s Innovation & Entrepreneurship Initiative is seeking submissions for its first systemwide showcase, set for the fall.

Colorado’s Future: Innovation & Entrepreneurship Showcase is set for noon-5 p.m. Oct. 4 at a Denver location to be determined. Innovation & Entrepreneurship leaders from across the four campuses will gather with members of Colorado’s business and political communities to foster meaningful connections and highlight the amazing work taking place at CU.

Faculty and staff are invited to submit proposals for the event’s Inspiration Hall, a blend of a world’s fair and Maker
Faire, spotlighting innovative work by the CU community in health care, arts, technology, outdoor industries, food and beverage, and more. Whether you have a prototype, research affecting the community, a company, or performances to share, we welcome your participation.

We define innovation as the transformation of ideas, research or creative endeavors into tangible, commercial ventures or initiatives with a positive impact on the community.

Deadline for submissions is April 4. Learn more and submit your work by clicking here. Completing the form does not obligate you; we’ll follow up to connect and determine how best to showcase your work.

Regents Audit Committee advances proposed changes to charters

The Regents Audit Committee last week forwarded proposed changes in the Audit Committee Charter and the Internal Audit Charter for consideration next month by the full Board of Regents.

The changes, mostly minor and nonsubstantive, were reviewed during the committee’s March 13 meeting, held at 1800 Grant St. and via Zoom. The reviews of regents committee charters came about as part of the Governance Committee’s work plan.

Presentations at last week’s meeting also included quarterly reviews of external audits and financial statements. Robert Kuehler, associate vice president/University Controller, reviewed quarterly financial statements for the group and also summarized internal control and compliance items.

During the quarterly audit report, Agnessa Vartanova, associate vice president and chief audit executive, presented information on global internal audit standards set by the Institute of Internal Auditors. Earlier this year, the organization released updated professional standards, which CU complies with. The standards, which were revised for the first time since 2017, will take effect in January 2025. Vartanova outlined steps that will be taken through next year for CU to remain aligned with the guidance.

During a review of the University Code of Conduct, Valerie Simons, chief compliance officer and system Title IX coordinator, said system and campus leadership continues to promote education and communication reinforcing positive behavior.

Kathleen Sutherland, senior advisory manager, gave the quarterly report on the CU EthicsLine. The mechanism enables members of the university community to anonymously report suspected violations of law, or serious or recurring violations of policy.

Be aware: Important independent contractor classification changes effective March 11

CU Boulder research and innovation leaders visit D.C.

Theatreworks, Chamber Orchestra bring classic musical to the stage
Multi-year Academic Transformation project making strong progress [19]

CU medical students discover their residency locations at Match Day ceremony [20]

DeLay named medical director for CU Cancer Center's Benign Esophageal/Gastric Clinic [21]

Kupferman invited to Geneva as United Nations delegate [22]

In memoriam: Chuck Howe [23]

CU Boulder finds possible solution to motion sickness in space [24]

The history and legacy of Leadville’s Irish miners and how their immigrant story resonates today [25]

Will Earth hit a climate “tipping point?” Here's why experts say this framework is problematic [26]
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